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Abstract 

We show the importance of powerful and complementary analysis techniques XPS (X-rays 

Photoelectron Spectroscopy), AES (Auger Electron Spectroscopy), and UPS (UV 

Photoelectron Spectroscopy) associated with PL (Photoluminescence) to investigate the 

chemical composition, optical emission, and electronic structure of undoped ZnO (UZO) and 

In-doped ZnO (IZO) thin films at the contaminated and clean states. The growth process of 

films on the Si substrate is achieved by ultrasonic spray pyrolysis. Both samples are submitted 

in the same conditions to cleaning treatment (argon ion etching followed by thermal 

annealing in Ultra High Vacuum UHV). The XPS and AES results display the great interest of 

physical UHV treatment to eliminate the contamination layer and stimulate the incorporation 

and oxidation of indium into the ZnO matrix. The PL measurements confirm that the UHV 

treatment allows the incorporation of indium into the ZnO matrix and eliminates wholly the 

visible emission due to hydroxyl impurities and defects such as oxygen interstitial and oxygen 

vacancies. The UPS technique is useful to show the electronic structure of the valence band 

and determine the work function, Fermi level, and the ionization potential of both samples.  

 

 

 

Keywords: IZO thin film, UHV treatment, XPS, PL, structural defects and electronic 

structure. 
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1. Introduction: 

Zinc oxide (ZnO) has attracted the attention of researchers because of its great properties 

applied in the sciences and industry [1].  The wide and direct band gap of 3.37eV at room 

temperature [2], the large exciton binding energy (60meV), the high carrier mobility and other 

useful properties [3] make ZnO suitable for a wide range of devices such as solar cell, 

supercapacitors, piezoelectric, UV photodetectors, photodiodes, flexible and porous 3-D 

ceramics, functional surface coating and sensors [4]. These applications with high quality and 

reliable performance are related to preparation mode and post-treatment process of the sample 

in order to improve the chemical, electrical, optical, and morphological properties.  

ZnO is of low cost, no toxic and of high electron conductivity. It can replace the indium tin 

oxide (ITO) for the light-emitting contact layer and photovoltaics [1]. However, efforts are 

continuously being made to achieve high carrier concentration and mobility as well as 

transmittance to improve the performance of ZnO-based optoelectronic devices [5-8]. As 

reported, the n-type conductivity in ZnO films occurs from intrinsic defects such as oxygen 

vacancies (VO) and zinc interstitials (Zni). Dutta et al. [9] gave some results about the role of 

defects on the electrical properties of ZnO. Furthermore, doping ZnO films with Group III 

elements (Al, Ga, In, and B) advantaged to enhance its conductivity [10-12]. The In-doping 

increased the carrier concentration of ZnO [13-16]. In-doped ZnO (IZO) film is of good 

electrical conductivity and transparency in the visible and IR ranges [17-20], well appropriate 

to be applied as transparent electrodes, flat panel displays, solar cells and light-emitting 

diodes (LEDs) [21-23].  

Several studies have investigated the effect of doping by indium at low (1-5at%) [24-31], 

moderate (5-10at%) [26,29,32,33] and high (>10at%) [34,35] concentrations on the structural, 

morphological, optical, and electrical properties of ZnO surfaces. Hsu et al. [36] reported that 

the oxygen vacancies concentration in the IZO thin films is reduced by increasing the indium 

doping concentration. Yu et al. [37] showed that the increase of In doping  (0-7at%) improved 

the diode electroluminescence (LEDs) of n-ZnOp-GaN heterojunction. Hafdalla et al. [29] 

showed that the conductivity of In doped ZnO increases until to reach its maximum value 

with a concentration of indium of 6%. Chen et al. [33] suggested that the indium doping (5-

9at%) reduces the structural defects and enhances the electrical conductivity. Based on these 

results, we suggest that it is very appropriate to study the effect of indium incorporation at 

moderate concentration (6at%) on the ZnO properties.  
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For this study, we have deposited the undoped and In (6%) doped ZnO in the same conditions 

using the ultrasonic spray pyrolysis. That technique is efficient in the preparation of thin film 

as pure and In doped ZnO [6,38]. There are many advantages of spray pyrolysis technique 

including its simplicity, cost-effectivity, non-vacuum required, variety of substrates, high 

deposition rate, and ability to deposit on broad areas [39,40]. However, the surface of ZnO 

thin film is susceptible to involve defects such as dangling bonds and / or hydroxyl groups as 

Zn(OH)2 that limit the optical and electrical properties [41]. Therefore, a post-treatment 

process is required for cleaning and improving the physical structure of the surface for better 

optical and electrical properties of applied ZnO films. However, the UZO and IZO thin films 

are treated in UHV conditions using argon ion etching followed by thermal annealing at high 

temperature (650°C). The effect of UHV treatment on the chemical, morphological and 

optical properties of undoped and Cu doped ZnO (UZO and CZO) was efficient for the 

surface treatment [42]. In this study, we use this physical treatment to stimulate the indium 

incorporation into the clean ZnO matrix with the aim to improve the optical and electronic 

properties of IZO compound. The investigation is done by using the sensitive and 

complementary techniques AES (Auger Electron Spectroscopy), XPS (X-Ray Photoelectron 

Spectroscopy) and UPS (UV Photoelectron Spectroscopy) associated with PL 

(Photoluminescence) measurements. These analysis techniques are of great sensitivity for 

checking the chemical composition, the physical and electronic structure, and the electron 

states in the gap of materials. 

2. Experimental section: 

      2.1. Synthesis of undoped and In-doped ZnO thin films: 

The UZO and IZO thin films were grown on Si substrate using the ultrasonic spray pyrolysis 

technique. The precursor solution of 0.4M (molar concentration) of UZO was prepared by 

dissolving zinc acetate dehydrate (ZnC4H6O4.2H2O) (Sigma Aldrich, 99%purity) into 100ml 

of methanol. For IZO, the indium chloride tetrahydrate (InCl3.4H2O) (Sigma Aldrich 98%) 

was used as dopant; the molar ratio concentration      ( )+/In In Zn in the precursor solution 

was maintained at 6%. For both samples, the final solutions were stirred for 1 hour to obtain a 

homogeneous solution and sprayed using air as a carrier gas, over the preheated Si substrates 

at 400°C. 
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2.2.The process of UHV physical treatment: 

The UZO and IZO thin films with the size of 1cm x 1cm were treated in the UHV system 

under the same experimental conditions using Ar ion etching followed by successive thermal 

annealing at 650°C. For the etching process, we use the ISE 5 scientaomicron ion source 

which operates over an energy range from 300 eV to 5 keV and can deliver a beam current of 

over 80 µA at 5 KeV. Low energy capability makes the ISE 5 ideal for cleaning sensitive 

samples and its focus element enables the ion beam to be focused onto the whole sample 

surface. We adjusted through a leak valve the pressure of argon at 2.10-6 mbar. The argon ions 

were accelerated by an energy of 1.2 KeV.  The focus was set to deliver a 1 cm ion beam spot 

and generate a low ionic current of 3µA measured from the sample surface. The samples were 

submitted to the ion beam for 15 minutes.  The thermal annealing process was gradually 

carried out using a standard manipulator with PBN (Pyrolytic Boron Nitride) resistive heater 

as follows: 350°C for 20 min, 500°C for 20 min and 650°C for 40 min. 

 

2.3.Experimental equipment: 

The room temperature photoluminescence (PL) was performed using He–Cd laser as an 

excitation source operating at 325 nm (3.81eV). This excitation energy is well appropriate to 

display the defect near band edge. The PL spectra were recorded using HORIBA spectrometer 

iHR-550 equipped with CCD detector (400-1000nm).  

As shown in table 1, we give the experimental parameters for the recorded XPS, UPS and 

AES spectra. We use the scientaomicron systems “Omicron’s DAR 400 dual Mg/Al X-ray 

source”, “HIS 13 (High Intensity VUV source)” and “SL 1000 SPA electron beam source 

with filament type of LaB6” for XPS, UPS and AES analysis respectively. The anode voltage 

and emission current of X-ray source were set at 15KV and 15mA respectively allowing a 

source power of 225W. The spectra were recorded using the hemispherical Argus 

spectrometer of 128 channels with high resolution operating in Constant Analyzer Energy 

mode (CAE) for XPS and UPS and Constant Retard Ratio mode (CRR) for AES.  The 

spectrometer was calibrated by using the photoelectron emission state Ag 3d5/2 at 368.2eV. 

The binding energies of XPS spectra were corrected on the basis of carbon (C 1s) at 284.8 eV. 

The chemical composition of UZO and IZO surfaces was investigated by calculating atomic 

concentrations (at%) of Zn, O, C and In using CasaXPS software, taking into account the 

relative sensitivity factors (RSF) of respective elements. UPS measurements are carried out 

with “HIS 13” helium gas discharge (hν=21.2 eV). The sample is connected to a negative 

http://www.omicron.de/en/products/dar-400-/instrument-concept
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potential -6V. This sample bias is sufficient to separate sample analyzer cut-offs. Work 

function values and valence band maxima (VBM) are determined using linear extrapolation of 

the secondary electron cut-off feature and the leading edge of the valence band emissions, 

respectively.  

Experimental 

analysis 

Sources  
Spectrometer:  

Argus of 128 channels 

Type Energy (eV) Spot 
Pass energy 

CAE/CRR 

Dwell 

time (s) 

Energy 

step (eV) 

AES 
SL 1000 SPA- 

LaB6 

 (15-3500 eV) 

3000 
100-

250µm 
CRR (%): 10 

0.2 0.2 
XPS Omicron- DAR 

400 dual Mg/Al 

X-ray 

Al: 1486.7 
0.5µm 

CAE 

(eV)  

50 

X-AES Mg:1253.6 

UPS 
HIS 13 (High 

Intensity VUV 

source) 

He I: 21.2 
1.7mm 

 
2 0.4 0.02 

Table 1: Experimental parameters of recorded AES, XPS and X-AES spectra. AES (Auger 

electrons induced by the electron excitation); XPS (Photoelectrons induced by the X Ray 

excitation), X-AES (Auger electrons induced by the X Ray excitation) and UPS (UV 

Photoelectron Spectroscopy) 

 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1.XPS and AES results of untreated surfaces (at the initial state): 

The characterization of as-prepared UZO and IZO thin films (at the initial state) by XPS and 

AES techniques is necessary to investigate their chemical composition. The XPS survey 

spectra of UZO and IZO surfaces are shown in figure 1-A. The core-level peaks of Zn 2s, Zn 

2p, In 3p, O 1s, In 3d, C 1s, Zn 3s, Zn 3p, Zn 3d and Auger transition peaks Zn LMM, In 

MNN, and O KLL are well identified. The atomic concentrations (at%) of Zn, In, O and C 

elements are calculated and given in the table on figure 1-A. The carbon is present on the 

surfaces as contamination layer confirmed by its high at% (47.98% for UZO and 52.02% for 

IZO). This leads to a significant decrease in the at% of Zn and In (12.02 and 1.64 % 

respectively), however, these ratios will show a great improvement after the UHV treatment 

in section 3.2. The well resolved Zn 2p3/2, O 1s, In 3d and C 1s spectra are shown in figures 

1-B, 1-C, 1-D and 1-E respectively. The binding energies of Zn 2p3/2 and O 1s of UZO thin 

film at 1021.75 eV and 530.5 eV respectively correspond to Zn-O bonds [43]. For IZO, the Zn 

2p3/2 and O 1s peaks shifted slightly toward higher binding energies (Zn 2p3/2: E=0.3eV, O 

http://www.omicron.de/en/products/dar-400-/instrument-concept
http://www.omicron.de/en/products/dar-400-/instrument-concept
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1s: E=0.2eV). As reported by other authors [13,14,45], these shifts can be ascribed to the 

difference in the electronegativity () of Zn ( = 1.65) and In ( = 1.78). Because of that 

electronegativity difference, there is a valence electron density of zinc in Zn–O–In bond in 

IZO lower than the Zn–O–Zn one in UZO [44]. Consequently, there is a screening effect of 

Zn in IZO allowing to increase the binding energy of Zn 2p3/2 [14,44]. Furthermore, the 

incorporation of indium in the ZnO matrix is confirmed through the two characteristic peaks 

In 3d3/2 and In 3d5/2 at 444.8 eV and 452.3 eV respectively related to oxidized indium [15]. 

The XPS analysis does appear very sensitive to characterize the growth process performance 

of UZO and IZO achieved by the ultrasonic spray technique.  

 

Figure 1: XPS spectra of as-prepared UZO(a) and IZO(b) thin films (at the initial state). A: 

full scan; B, C, D and E: the well-resolved photoemission spectra of Zn2p3/2; O-1s, In 3d 

and C 1s respectively. 
 

The AES analysis is of high spatial resolution and very sensitive to chemical environment. 

The AES constitutes a good technique complementary to the XPS analysis. In this regard, 

Figure 2 shows the AES and XAES spectra of UZO and IZO thin films at the initial state (as 

prepared). The Zn LMM and O KLL Auger signals are more intense in XAES spectra but less 

resolved than the AES ones (spectra D and E displaying shifts of 0.7eV and 1.4eV 

respectively). So, the Zn LMM and O KLL peaks of IZO shift towards lower kinetic energy 
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corresponding to electron states of higher binding energy in good concordance with the 

previous XPS results. The In MNN spectrum is of weak intensity and of broad shape. We will 

give a detailed discussion about this spectrum in section 3.2. The Auger signal C KLL is more 

resolved in figure 2 (I: AES, B: CKLL) because the AES analysis is of better sensitivity than 

XPS for the chemical elements of low atomic number (Z<30).  

 

 

Figure 2: AES (I) and X-AES (II) spectra of as-prepared UZO (a) and IZO (b) thin films 

(at the initial state).  A: AES spectra (Full scan), B, C, D and E: Well resolved Auger 

transitions of C KLL, In MNN O KLL and Zn L3M45M45.I: AES (Auger Electrons induced 

by the electron excitation); X-AES (Auger Electrons induced by the X Ray excitation)  

 

3.2.XPS and AES Results of treated surfaces: 

The main purpose of Ar+ etching and UHV annealing is to remove the contamination layer 

and disposal of some species like hydroxyl and water from bulk. The process of UHV 

treatment has been achieved as described previously in section 2.2 in order to improve the 
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chemical, optical and morphological properties of ZnO thin films [42]. In figure 3, we exhibit 

the XPS spectra of treated UZO and IZO surfaces. The full scan XPS spectra show a 

significant improvement of signals related to zinc and oxygen in comparison with those 

shown at the initial state in figure 1. As shown on the tables in figure 3-A, both samples are 

almost of same at% proportion of oxygen (~57%). But, the at% of zinc are 37.14% and 

34.68% for UZO and IZO respectively. There is less of zinc in IZO in comparison with UZO 

because of the incorporation of indium in the ZnO matrix. The Ar ion etching treatment and 

high temperature annealing led to the desorption of zinc atoms from ZnO surface and the 

segregation of In impurities with substantial change in the surface structure [46]. The kinetic 

energies related to the main Auger transition In M5N45N45 of indium (at the metal state: In-In 

and oxidized state: In2O3) are 402.6eV [47] and 398.6eV [48] respectively. We note that the 

kinetic energy of Auger electrons of the transition In M5N45N45 on figure 4 is at intermediate 

value 399.2eV corresponding to the chemical bond Zn-O-In in agreement with the previous 

XPS results.  The UHV physical treatment allows creating a new atomic arrangement so that 

the indium atoms replace a part of zinc atoms to constitute a stable chemical structure Zn-O-

In with oxygen for which the ( )/In In Zn+ ratio is of 8.5%. It is also worth to indicate that 

the UHV physical treatment allows to eliminate the contamination layer from the IZO surface 

(the peaks related to carbon C KLL and C 1s are significantly reduced). Besides, the signal 

related to indium In MNN increases in intensity as shown in figure 4. The intensity of Auger 

transition In MNN is higher in X-AES (Auger signal obtained by X Ray excitation) than AES 

one (Auger signal obtained by electron excitation). This result is justified by the excited depth 

by X Ray (X-AES) more important than the one excited by the electrons (AES). Furthermore, 

the shape of In MNN transition of band structure type allows us to show the homogeneity of 

the physical and chemical structure in bulk and surface based the bonds Zn-O-In type as 

previously described. Furthermore, the shifts of Zn 2p3/2 and O1s peaks of 0.55 and 0.35eV 

respectively are important in comparison with those mentioned in the initial state (discussed 

in section 3.1). These shifts are due to the arrangement of indium atoms in the ZnO matrix 

advantaged by the UHV physical treatment.  
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Figure 3: XPS spectra of treated UZO (a) and IZO (b) thin films. A: full scan; B, C, D and 

E: the well-resolved photoemission spectra of Zn2p3/2; O-1s, In 3d and C 1s respectively. 
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Figure 4: AES(I) and X-AES(II) spectra of UZO and IZO treated surfaces. A: AES spectra 

(Full scan), B, C, D and E: Well resolved Auger transitions of C KLL, In MNN, O KLL and 

Zn L3M45M45. 
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doping effect, the FWHM increases from 26.2nm for the as-prepared IZO thin film (at the 

initial state) to reach the value 30.3nm after the UHV physical treatment. These results show 

that the UHV treatment induces the incorporation of In atoms into the ZnO matrix as 

confirmed previously by the XPS and AES results.  Since the atomic radii of the In3+ ion 

(0.080 nm) is bigger than the Zn2+ one (0.074 nm), the incorporation of indium into the ZnO 

matrix is susceptible to cause structural defects [51]. Thus, we see the asymmetric UV peak of 

IZO with a slight shoulder corresponding to IZO-b2 spectrum (shown in figure 5-II: Near 

UV-emission after treatment) of higher FWHM. As reported in the literature, the suggested 

emissions are related to electron transitions from the Zni and extended Zni states to valence 

band maximum [ iZn VB→ and extended iZn VB→ ] at 3.11 eV (400 nm) and around 2.7-2.8 

eV (460-440 nm) respectively. Besides, other suggested emissions corresponding to 

ZnCB V→  and i ZnZn V→  transitions at 3.03eV (~410nm) and 2.81 eV (441nm) respectively 

are shown on the ZnO band diagram [50, 52-55], (see figure 6). In addition, on the basis of 

Gaussian fitting of UV peak, numerous literatures reported that the integrated peak area ratio 

of defect emission to NBE emission (IZni/INBE) could be used to describe semi-quantitatively 

the defect density [56,57]. Zhang et al. [52] reported that the enhanced ratios of IZni/INBE for 

IZO thin films reveal that In-doping induces high level of Zni-related to shallow donor 

defects. On the basis of these results, we suggest that the incorporation of indium into the 

clean ZnO matrix increases the level of Zni and VZn defects inducing a broadening in the NBE 

emission. 

The visible emission attributed to defects is generated during the deposition process. The first 

layers over the surface of ZnO thin films elaborated by chemical synthesis consist of surface 

defects as dangling bonds, precipitates/segregations/organic residues, surface OH¯ ions and 

other intrinsic defects [58]. We have identified in a recent study the contamination species 

(OH, H2O, and COx) and investigated its effect on the chemical properties of ZnO using AR-

XPS (Angle Resolved-XPS) [42].  Also, as reported, the presence of Zn(OH)2 and hydroxyl 

groups at the surface, especially for thin films prepared by solution methods affect the 

luminescence emission phenomenon from ZnO [59-64]. As shown in figure 5, the signal 

related to defects around 540nm reduces significantly for UZO and disappears completely for 

IZO after the UHV treatment. These structural defects are due to interstitial oxygen Oi or 

contamination species [41,65-69]. They are more important for UZO through its luminescence 

signal around 540nm which is intense and less resolved. As shown previously in XPS and 

AES results, the UHV treatment is efficient to remove the contamination layer and improve 
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the chemical state through the atomic arrangement on the surface [42]. Besides, due to more 

Zni contribution in IZO, the emission around 620 nm (~2eV) shown by spectrum IZO-b1 may 

be attributed to the i iZn O→  transition.  

For both samples, there is also a Near IR luminescence displaying two peaks at the initial state 

(as prepared sample) located at 1.65 and 1.6eV (750 and 775nm respectively) as shown in 

figure 5-III. Stavale et al. [70] suggested that the VO defect locates in the middle of the 

bandgap, justified by the emission at 730 nm (1.7 eV) due to the electron recombination from 

the Vo defect level to the valance band maximum OV VB→ . Furthermore, Xu et al. suggested 

that the energy emission (1.7eV) generated by the OCB V→  transition [62]. Thus, in 

agreement with these results, we suggest that the first peak at 1.65eV corresponds to 

OV VB→ and/or OCB V→  transitions. We also note that the middle of the band gap is at 

1.65eV as shown on the band diagram in figure 6. The second peak at 1.6 eV does appear 

before the UHV treatment for both samples. Based on the band diagram shown on figure 6, 

the Hi impurity level (hydrogen) is suggested to be below the CB at 0.05eV [71,72]. The UZO 

and IZO surfaces are contaminated at the initial state (before the UHV treatment), the 

hydrogen impurity might be among chemical species of the contamination layer. So, a 

luminescence emission might be generated through the i OH V→  transition. The luminescence 

peak related to that transition reduces significantly for both samples after the UHV treatment.  

 

figure 5: (I): Room temperature photoluminescence spectra of UZO (a) and IZO (b) thin 

films recorded before (a1 and b1) and after (a2 and b2) the UHV treatment. (II) and (III): 

the amplified of near UV and near IR emissions respectively. 
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Figure 6: ZnO band diagram with the approximate positions of defect levels and 

luminescence mechanisms. The band gap is estimated to be 3.33 eV. The luminescence 

mechanisms are proposed on the basis of the ZnO defect levels suggested by different 

authors: FX (free exciton) [50]; Zni (zinc interstitial), ex-Zni (extended Zni) and VZn (zinc 

vacancies)[50, 52-55, 67, 71,72],  Oi (oxygen  interstitial) [50,53,69], Hi (hydrogen 

interstitial) [71, 72], VO (oxygen vacancies) [62,70]. 

3.1.UPS results: 

UPS technique is complementary to AES and XPS as it gives the electronic structure of upper 

layers of ZnO film. The electronic properties of the interfaces between ZnO and other 

component in devices are strongly depending on the work function and electronic structure 

near the valence band of ZnO surface [73]. In this regard, we use UPS to analyze the surface 

electronic structure and determine the Fermi level position with respect to the valence band 

maximum ( )F VBME E− , the work function ( )vac FWF E E= −  and the ionization potential 

( )P vac VBMI E E= − of UZO and IZO thin films before and after the UHV treatment. The cut-

off’s maximum intensity allows the determination of the surface work function of studied 

samples according to cut offWF h En −= −   where hn  is the excitation energy (here 21.2eV) and 

cut offE −  the interception point of the background line and the linear extrapolation of high 

energy cut-off. The ionization energy corresponds to ( )P F VBMI WF E E= + − with F VBME E−  

the energy difference between the valence band maximum and the Fermi level position [74]. 

The work function of material is depending on the Fermi level position ( )F VBME E−  and the 

ionization potential PI  [75]. The cut-off and valence band maximum regions display the 
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change of WF and F VBME E−  of samples as indicated in figure7-A(I, III) and 7-B (I, III). 

We summarize the values of WF, F VBME E−  and  PI  in table 1.  

For treated surfaces in figure7-B, the three main features of UPS spectra can be assigned to 

the electronic structures corresponding to Zn 3d (10.8 eV), Zn 4s–O 2p mixing contribution 

(~6 and ~7.5 eV) and O 2p (4.6 eV) related states [76,77]. Gutmann et al. [77] reported that 

the reintroduction of a contamination layer reduced the emissions from the ZnO surface, and 

introduced additional emissions in the range between 5 and 8 eV, related to adsorbed water 

and hydrocarbons. The UPS spectra of UZO and IZO thin films at the initial state (as prepared 

sample) are shown in figure 7A. These spectra are of similar shape with first peak at 11.2eV 

and another broad peak in the energy range (4.5 -8.5eV) attributed to (Zn 3d) and (C2s/Zn4s-

O2p) respectively. For treated UZO and IZO thin films (see figure 7B), there are three 

resolved features of UPS spectra assigned to the electronic structure Zn3d at 10.8eV, 

hybridization of (Zn 4s and O2p) in the energy range (6 -7.5eV) and O2p at 4.6eV in 

agreement with reported results [76].  The shapes of these UPS spectra are similar but we 

notice that after physical treatment, the intensity of the electronic structure signals for IZO is 

better than that of UZO. Furthermore, we discuss the UPS results based on physical 

parameters of great importance which are the work function, the Fermi level position, and the 

ionization potential defined previously and well highlighted in a recent study [78]. First of all, 

it should be noted that the calculated WF is affected by the contamination layer [79], the 

thermal annealing temperatures [80], the bias voltage [81] and takes into account the 

concentration and type of doping [81]. The convenient value of the WF corresponds to clean 

state of the surface [82]. Klein et al [83] showed the importance of Fermi level and work 

function for the photovoltaic based on transparent conducting oxides. The effect of treatment 

on both samples induces the variation of work function WF so that (UZO: 4.4eV to 5eV and 

IZO: 4.5eV to 5.2eV). So, the physical treatment allows the enhancement of the work 

function. On the other hand, the initial incorporation of indium into the ZnO matrix (untreated 

surfaces) induces a shift of 0.06eV in the WF while this shift becomes more important 

(0.2eV) after treatment. Therefore, as shown in the XPS and PL results, the UHV treatment, 

stimulates the incorporation and oxidation of more indium in the ZnO matrix. The increase of 

the work function allows the decrease of Femi level position ( )2.95 2.86eV→ for IZO and 

( )3.26 3eV→ for UZO. This result is in agreement with the reported one by Klein et al. [75]. 

They considered that the formation of zinc vacancies, as acceptor states, leading to decrease 
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the Fermi level position for Al-ZnO. We previously showed the incorporation of indium 

(justified by the XPS analysis) causes the increase of the zinc vacancies level (justified by the 

PL analysis). Also, the physical treatment increases the ionization potential PI  (7.66eV to 

8.00eV for UZO) and (7.45eV to 8.06eV for IZO) which indicates that there is a development 

of a surface dipole. Here, modification of the surface dipole is attributed to the new atomic 

arrangement of new upper layers emerging after Ar+ cleaning (removal of contamination 

layer) and annealing at high temperature (removal of adsorbed contaminants) [75, 84].  
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Figure 7: UPS spectra of (a) UZO and (b) IZO recorded before (A) and after (B) treatment 

and showing (I) secondary electron cut-off (for determine WF), (II) electronic structure of 

valence band region, and (III) close-up of valence band maximum and bandgap region (for 

determine EF-EVBM).  
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 ( )WF eV   ( )F VBME E eV−   ( )( )P F VBMI WF E E eV= + −  

UZO 
Untreated 4.40 3.26 7.66 

Treated 5.00 3.00 8.00 

IZO 
Untreated 4.50 2.95 7.45 

Treated 5.2 2.86 8.06 

Table 1: The work function (WF) and Fermi level position ( F VBME E− ) of untreated and 

treated (UZO and IZO) surfaces. 

 

4. Conclusion  

In this study, the undoped and In(6%)-doped zinc oxide (UZO and IZO) thin films deposited 

on Si substrate are treated in UHV (Ultra-high Vacuum) under the same conditions by Ar+ ion 

etching followed by thermal annealing at 650°C. The powerful complementary analysis 

techniques XPS (X-rays Photoelectron Spectroscopy), AES (Auger Electron Spectroscopy) 

and UPS (UV Photoelectron Spectroscopy) associated with PL (Photoluminescence) are of 

great sensitivities to characterize the chemical composition, optical properties and electronic 

structure of both samples. The AES and XPS results display, through the well-resolved 

spectra, the effectiveness of the spray technique in the preparation of homogeneous undoped 

and In-doped ZnO (UZO and IZO) thin films. The UHV physical treatment stimulates the 

indium incorporation and oxidation into clean ZnO matrix with good structural homogeneity 

in surface and bulk involving chemical bonds of type Zn-O-In. The photoluminescence 

constitutes a good means to determine the nature of structural defects. Furthermore, we use 

the complementary UPS technique for showing the electronic structure, work function and 

Fermi level position of both samples.  
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